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S. Srinivas, CDE/Mech.

Trainsets
When one talks of trains in India – the image that strikes the mind is that of a locomotive hauling the Coaches.
Concept of Multi-Unit Distributed traction i.e trainset is not heard of in Indian Railways atleast for Main line
train operations. Even though Trainsets – Electric (EMUs) were running for almost a century and Diesel
(DEMUs) were there since 1990s, for sub-urban services, the concept of trainsets for Main line intercity
operations has not started. Advent of Metros in India has heralded a new era of Fully Air Conditioned
Trainsets with Distributed Power System and introduced to the public the picture of comfortable journey with
aesthetics.
Trainsets are Rail Coaches coupled mechanically and electrically with Driving Cabs at both ends and
distributed traction power across the coaches. Depending on the requirement, the amount of power i.e number
of powered coaches can generally vary from 50% to 100%. For semi-high speed and High Speed application
Electric Multiple Units (EMUs) are the only choice for Trainsets given the advantage of lower weight and
faster acceleration.A typical Power Centralized concept where the train is hauled by Two Power Cars at Both
Ends is shown below.

On Indian Railways the Diesel Electric Multiple Units (DEMUs) and MEMUs (Main Line Electric Multiple
Units) Work on this concept. The Power Cars will have the drive Cabs. As a result of Concentration of Power
Equipment on one end, the axle Load of these coaches will be high – for example Axle Load of Power Car of
DEMU is 20.32 T. Also the axle load of a WAP7 Locomotive is 20.5 T.
In contrast the Distributed system like that used in EMUs and Metros has following configuration. The
darkened wheels represent motoring, however the Ratio of Motor Coaches differs. In the 3 Phase AC-AC
Kolkata Metro train-set which ICF has manufactured the Powered coaches ratio is 50%, whereas in 3 Phase
AC-AC EMUs which ICF manufactures for sub-urban services, the ratio is 33%.

Use of EMU system in High speed train operation is tried and tested one. Historically, the Japanese highspeed train system, Shinkansen, has employed the EMU system, which has a number of advantages such as
maximum axle load reduction, adhesion force utilization, efficient regenerative brake utility, low energy
consumption, environmental friendliness, and good traction/braking performance. In contrast, European
high-speed trains have initially mainly employed power-centralized system rather than EMUs. Later, even in
Europe, new power-distributed high-speed trains have appeared, for the purpose of interoperability and
operation on steep gradient routes.
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Trainsets have rigid couplers instead of the flexible ones often used on locomotive-hauled trains. That means
brakes/throttle can be more quickly applied without jerks. In a locomotive-hauled train, if the number of cars
is changed to meet the demand, acceleration and braking performance will also change. In contrast, Trainsets
can be scaled by adding one or more basic units and train performance remains unchanged.
The most important advantage of high-speed EMUs is the weight reduction effect. In EMUs, the traction
system equipment can be distributed over a train-set, and tractive axles throughout the train-set can obtain the
required tractive effort. As a result, the maximum axle load is reduced. Another advantage of this is reduced
track wear, as traction forces can be provided through many axles, rather than just the four or six of a
locomotive. Particularly, recent IGBT based power electronics technology has realized a lightweight and
compact traction system. In the power-centralized system, however, to obtain the tractive effort, the axle load
of locomotive must be heavier to avoid slip or skid. The Power/weight ratio of a train-set of recent EMUs is
around 20kw/t, which is 40% larger than that of power-centralized ICEs. In terms of traction motors, the
power/weight ratio of AC motor is three times that of DC motor.
Trainsets with distributed traction allow for a more efficient space utilisation than locomotive-hauled trains.
This leads to a number of advantages including the improvement of energy efficiency.
Trainsets are generally seen as the best vehicle solution for suburban and regional passenger operation, and
for high-speed trains as well. Even though energy savings are obviously not the main motivation to introduce
distributed power trainsets, energy efficiency is clearly in favour of decentralised traction concepts.
Train -18
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Train-18 is India's First Semi-High Speed (160 Kmph) Trainset with quicker acceleration and contemporary
passenger amenities. It will offer both comfort and pace to the passengers and will fit the bill of replacing
intercity express trains which have travel time in Six Hour Range. Keeping its name "Train-18", the India's
First Intercity Trainsethas rolled out on 29-10-2018.
Basic Details 








16 Coach Chair Car Type Configuration. Stainless Steel Car Body
160 kmph speed. Test speed- 180 kmph
Maximum Axle Load – 17 T
Starting Acceleration – 0.8 m/sec2
Deceleration – 1 m/sec2
Train18 consists of Four Basic Units of Four Coach each. The configuration of End Basic unit is as
follows DTC+MC+TC+MC
The Configuration of middle Basic Unit is as follows –
NDTC+MC+TC+MC

DTC : Driving Trailer Coach
TC : Trailer Coach 



MC : MOTOR COACH
NDTC :Non-Driving Trailer Coach

Out of 16 Coaches - 12 Coaches are Chair Car Type with 78 Seating Capacity, Two coaches are
Executive Type with 52 Seating Capacity and Two Driving Coaches are with 44 Seating Capacity.
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The Train-18 is having 50% Powering i.eevery alternate coach is powered (Motor Coach). Motor
Coach will be equipped with Four Fully Suspended Traction Motors.
All Propulsion equipment will be underslung, leaving the on-board space for passengers.
All coaches are chair-car type (Executive Class as Well as Second Class)
All Coaches are Air-Conditioned including Driving Cab.

Development The Design of Train-18 was started in May-2017 and
in a short span of 18 months, the Trainset has been
developed from CAD screen to Completion. The
design involved not only the design of the coaches but
also development of manufacturing Jigs and Fixtures
for Car Body & Bogies, development of Propulsion
System & Brake system, sourcing of items etc.

All coaches are Air-Conditioned Chair Car type for
day travel. The most prominent feature will be that all
coaches will be inter-connected by Fully Sealed
Gangways so that passengers can move from one
coach to other with ease. This is achieved by shifting
all Propulsion equipment from onboard to
Underslung.
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A Trailer Coach Underframe Showing all the Underslung Equipment - Transformer, Auxiliary Converter
etc.The Distribution of Underslung Equipment in a Basic Unit is as Follows -

The Frontend also called Nose Cone in ICF terminology defines the look of the train. It is also not a matter of
just looks, the Aerodynamic shaping of the nosecone saves Energy significantly by reducing the Air Drag.
Development of Aerodynamic Front End for Train18 required repeated iterations and a development of
Complete Set of tooling.
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Train18 is having continuous Windows for Modern and Sleek Look. The Colour Scheme has been developed
to keep inline with the overall theme i.e a Modern Trainset. The Digital Coach Display Boards are flushed and
Sunk-in.

The Trainset is provided with Automatic Plug Type doors with retractable Foot step which will open and close
automatically at the stations. To make the travel more a joyful ride, all Coaches of the train are provided with
WiFi facility with pre-loaded content for your smartphones, laptops and tablets, diffused aircraft-like LED
lighting, personalised reading lights, CCTV cameras for safety, mobile charging points for every seat, touchfriendly blinds for windows, braille-integrated stickers, Spacious luggage racks and toilet occupancy
indicators at the end of each coach. The Toilets of are fitted with Zero Discharge Vacuum Based Bio-toilets
and touch free fittings.

The Executive Class is Provided with Comfortable seats in 2+2 Configuration which can be rotated in the
direction of travel.

Regular Chair Car is Provided with Seats in 3+2
Configuration. Both Executive and Regular Class seats are
with Sliding Type Reclining which will not disturb the
movement space of Back Seat Passengers
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The entry/exit doors for each coach are automatic with a
sensor on the top that detects movement and automatically
opens/closes the door. At each end of the coach are GPSbased information screens that will display data on
upcoming stations, train speed etc.

To keep the jerks and vibrations at bay, Train 2018 is equipped with improved mechanical couplers and
modern bogies which ICF has developed - with Fully suspended traction motors, Pneumatic secondary
suspension and anti-roll bar.

A New Semi Permanent Coupler has been
developed for Train-18 - to reduce the Jerks

Fully Sealed Gangway will enable free movement of
Passengers from one end to Other of the Train with ease.
The Outer Fairings further reduce the Air Drag.

Propulsion System
The 3 Phase IGBT based Propulsion System is developed indigenously by M/s Medha. Traction Motors are 3
Phase Induction type. The Starting acceleration of Train-18 is 0.7m/sec2 and is expected to reduce running
times by 10 to 15%. All the equipments are controlled by Vehicle Control Computer (VCC) which in turn
communicate with Control Units on Individual Coaches through Ethernet Backbone.
Bogie Development
ICF has developed a complete new bogie design with Fully Suspended Traction Motors for 160 Kmph
Operational Speed. The bogies are fitted Brake Discs on the wheel discs with Brake Callipers mounted on the
Bogie Frame. Simulation studies carried out by ICF and RDSO have shown stable riding upto 180 kmph) test
speed.
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The Development of New Generation Bogie is itself a big Task. The Bogies are fitted with Fully Suspended
Traction Motors

The Brake system is Electro Pneumatic with brake discs mounted directly on wheel discs, which will reduce
the braking distance, so that full speed potential of the Train Can be harnessed. The Brake system iscomputer
controlled and with multiple redundancies built into it.
The Train 18 incorporates many modern features which will debut for the first time on Indian Railways. It is
planned in future to develop train sets with sleeper coaches on Train 18 platform to replace Rajdhani and other
Mail/Express trains. It is a quantum jump in rolling stock technology and is a watershed moment for
Passenger Travel on IR.

Chairman, Railway Board and GM/ICF, flagged off Train 18 on 29-10-2018
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Enterprise Resource Planning
P. Ranganath, EDPM/Accounts
Enterprise Resource Planning or ERP is a single software system that integrates the
core processes needed to run an organization : Manufacturing, Procurement, Inventory, Services
Finance, Human Resource, and others. Present-day ERP systems provide intelligence, visibility,
analytics, and efficiency across every aspect of a business. Using the latest technologies, ERP
systems facilitate the flow of real-time information across departments and ecosystems
(Suppliers, Customers etc) so that businesses can make data-driven decisions and manage
performance – live.
An ERP system is made up of Enterprise Resource Planning applications (“ERP
modules”) that talk to each other and share a database. This means that the organization can
eliminate information silos between departments and give everyone a single source of truth.
Implementing a good ERP application will deliver key benefits including:






Automated core processes that can build sustainable growth by systematizing the
fundamental aspects of the business to increase operational efficiencies and reduce errors.
Integrate business processes that facilitate the flow of real-time information across
departments.
One central database with no duplication of data - a single ‘view of the truth’ - to
communicate insights quickly and turn insight into action in real time,
Easy-to-use, powerful reporting across the whole ERP suite (and therefore the whole
organization) thereby offering greater transparency
Same look-and-feel across the whole system, making training and using the ERP very
straightforward.

Among the many ERP package vendors available in the market, SAP is a leading player
who provides an industry standard on-premise ERP software product suite built with the
experiences and guidance of more than 50,000 organizations that helped shape and scope the
product suite.
SAP ECC(ERP Central component) is the core of the SAP Business suite. Apart from
SAP ECC, the SAP Business suite has other products such as Customer Relationship
Management (CRM), Supplier Relationship Management (SRM), Supply Chain Management
(SCM) and Product Lifecycle Management (PLM, for Designing). SAP business suite can run on
any database (Oracle, MSSQL, IBM DB2 etc) including SAP HANA database that is an inmemory, column oriented database. In Phase-I of the Project, ICF has implemented ECC
(Ver 6.0).
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The latest version of the SAP Business Suite is SAP S/4 HANA. S/4 stands for SAP
Business Suite 4 SAP HANA. In the 3 Tier architecture of SAP system, HANA is the database
layer, S/4 HANA is the application layer, SAPUI5 (SAP Fiori) is the presentation layer. S/4
HANA is called the SAP Next Gen Business Suite.Concept of SAP ECC is not here. In Phase-II
of the Project, ICF is implementing SAP S/4 HANA., duly migrating the existing modules
developed in SAP ECC 6.0 to SAP S/4 HANA.
There are three different models of ERP implementations – on-premise, cloud, and
hybrid. Often businesses explore the benefits of each, and choose the one that makes the most
sense to their business. In an On-premise model the enterprise resource planning software runs
on the organization’s own datacenter – for maximum flexibility and control. Whereas, a Cloud
based ERP is one that is cloud-hosted and it is based on the Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) model
– a subscription model, with little or no investment in deployment of Servers on the side of the
organization implementing ERP. With the hybrid ERP model, an organization runs some of its
ERP applications in the cloud and some on-premise (also known as two-tier ERP). ICF has
chosen the On-premise ERP model.
ERP Implementation Life Cycle is the process of implementation of ERP software in the
organization. ERP implementation lifecycle highlights the different phases of implementing an
ERP system right from the start, planning for project implementation, analysis, design,
implementation, transition and operations. There are different methodologies available for
implementing ERP such as the ASAP methodology (Accelerated SAP), the Activate
methodology etc. These methodologies detail the various steps involved in each of the many
stages of the ERP implementation. The various stages involved in ERP implementation, as per
the Activate methodology are:-

Stage-1 :Discover Phase : Identify the business value and benefits with respect to every business
process in the Organization, define the adoption strategy and roadmap.
Stage-2 :Prepare Phase : Start the project, finalize plans, enable the implementation teams, and
access system with bestpractice processes.
Stage-3 :Explore Phase : Drive adoption of SAP standard with a Fit-to-Standard approach, and
capture delta requirements to implement the organization’s differentiating business practices.
(This Phase is also called Business Blue-Printing phase – prepared after a study of the ‘As-Is’
and arrive at the ‘To-Be’ and ‘Gap Analysis’ documents, by mapping the requirements to the
Processes available in SAP)
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Stage-4 :Realize Phase : Run agile sprints (i.e.,build a model and refine it, iteratively) to
configure, build and test an integrated environment, load data and start enabling end-users.
Stage-5 :Deploy Phase : Set up the ERP Production system, confirm business readiness, and
switch business operations to the new system (Go Live)
Stage-6 :Run Phase : Drive efficient adoption of the new solution across the business, meet
evolving business needs and innovations.
ERP software incorporates industry best practices in its design and functionality. ERP
best practices are known to improve the organization’s performance by providing a platform for
adopting such best practices. Hence ERP lends the Organization an opportunity to review its
existing processes/procedures and change them in accordance with the industry best practices or
Standard ERP practice, as it is called. However, if the process/procedure is unique to the
organization, it would entail a change to the ERP Software to suit the organization’s current
procedures. This is called Customization of ERP software. At the time of implementation, it is
incumbent upon the organization to look at ways and means for adopting the Standard ERP
practice itself rather than Customization, unless there is a compelling need to customize. This is
because customization could result in disrupting the ERP Process and result in benefits that are
sub-optimal, besides being a costly exercise by building / maintaining such customized ERP
objects. In the current implementation, ICF’s endeavour would be maximize in the adoption of
Standard ERP practices.
ERP Implementation often involves Business Process Re-engineering (BPR). BPR is
the radical redesign of core business processes to achieve considerable improvements in
productivity, cycle times and quality. In Business Process Reengineering, organizations start
with a blank sheet of paper and rethink existing processes to reap more value from out of the
them. However, with respect to an organization that has already attained a certain level of
Process-maturity, ERP implementation helps in reviewing existing processes to cut out any
redundancies and bring out efficiencies in the business processes. In such cases, ERP-enabled
BPR is an ideal way to make the organization’s business processes more efficient. As part of the
current implementation, ICF’s endeavour would be achieve better process-maturity through
ERP-enabled BPR.
Implementing ERP in an organization implies change and there is bound to be some
resistance. To manage the change, it is essential to have a Change management strategy that
will ensure a smooth transition throughout the organization. Change management works on the
relationship between people, processes, and systems. Change management is one of the key areas
that the ICF Officers/Staff, with the help of the ERP consultants, would be focusing upon as part
of the ERP implementation.
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Training of employees starts with the implementation process in the life cycle of the
ERP implementation. Employees need to get used to the new system in order to run the system
smoothly later. During the implementation phase, the organization will have to focus on learning
the software and its features and become self-reliant in order to be able to operate/maintain the
System once the consultants have left.
Testing is an important step and is carried out so that the errors can be found and
resolved before the software is actually put to regular use. Different levels of User Acceptance
Tests (UAT) involving Unit testing, Integration Testing, System Testing (including Dry runs for
determining the reliability of the delivered System for regular operations in withstanding large
amounts of business transactions being carried out through the System, with a view to determine
suitability of the ERP System being delivered. This is an important phase, where the User
departments in ICF would be actively involved and will be a part of the Phase sign-off.
Go-Live is when the new ERP system gets implemented, and the old system is retired.
The end user is trained on how to use the new system. The purpose of Go-Live is to move from a
project-oriented, pre-production environment to a live production operation environment. It is
estimated that the Go-live for the new ERP System at ICF will take about 12 months from
commencement i.e., Go-live is planned for Nov 2019.
Maintenance is carried out in the post-implementation life cycle of ERP implementation.
The problems are identified and employees learn how to deal with it. Maintenance is also an
important stage in the life cycle. The first few months of the maintenance phase is called the
Hyper-care period, when the team of consultants will remain and offer hand-holding support for
the ERP System that has gone live. A period of 6-months of Hyper-care, after Go-Live, has been
factored in the ICF ERP Project.
The following is the high level scope of the ERP Phase-2 turnkey project :








Implementation of an integrated SAP ERP S/4 HANA System in ICF by augmenting the
existing SAP ERP System (Production Planning, Materials Management(Inventory), Plant
Maintenance, Quality Management, Costing, Payroll & Incentive).
Implementation of the functional areas of Accounts & Financial management, Human
Resources (Other than Payroll), Material management (Other than Inventory).
Improvements over the already implemented modules viz., Production Planning, Plant
Maintenance, Quality Management, Inventory, Costing, Payroll and Incentive.
Implementation of a Web based portal (ICF Portal) for the use of employees, vendors and
Customers
Implementation of File Life Cycle/Document Management.
Implementation of a system for Information availability on mobile phones/devices.
Integration with Mail Messaging and SMS Solutions.
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Implementation of Workflow in ERP/web based system. Generation of Digitally Signed
Documents for specific requirements.
Implementation of Analytical and Statistical Reports using SAP Business Warehouse and
SAP Business Objects to support information availability and Decision Support requirements
of ICF Management
Supply of software licenses for SAP ERP solution, Web/Application/Database server
software licenses, add-on modules and required compatible software licenses for
Development/ Testing/ Training/ Quality and Production Environment with one year ATS
(Annual TechnicalSupport)
Upgrade/Migration of the existing ERP system from older version (SAP ECC 6.0, EHP 4) to
the current stable release (S/4 HANA)/Enhancement Pack/SupportPack
Migration of data from existing legacy applications to SAP S/4 HANA system. Migration of
data/configurations/objects from SAP ECC to SAP S/4 HANAsystem.
Development and implementation of interfaces for integrating the SAP ERP/Web based
systems with Central Modules IPAS, iMMS, IREPS, ARPAN. Integration with Design &
development and other applications like Gate Attendance, web based applicationsetc.,
Design and implementation of a suitable solution architecture covering Hardware,
Functional, Application and Integration Landscapes.
Supply, installation and commissioning of new hardware for production, quality and
development at IT centre for the complete ERP system replacing the old servers procured
during year 2010, Installation and warranty support for 5 year after commissioning of the
system. The hardware need to be designed scalable, reliable, secure and available with due
redundancy.
Supply, installation and commissioning of system software, database and other necessary
software for the development, quality and production environment at ICF with ATS for 1
year after commissioning of the System.
Installation of a suitable Backup & Recovery arrangement
Implement an archival system for SAP ERP by retaining right data in Production database
Implementation of a suitable back-flush arrangement among Production, Quality and
Development servers with features like selective data transfer etc.
User Training for application users at different levels of management. System training for IT
Centre personnel on ERP modules and SAP BASIS / System administration.
Preparation of complete documentation covering user/system/operating manuals and other
documents
‘Hyper Care Support’ for a period of 6 months after Go-Live.
Post Implementation Application support for ERP/Other applications after Hyper-care for a
period of 1year.
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Last but not the least, the contribution to be made by each and every member of ‘TeamICF’ in the ERP implementation is brought out in simple terms :o Be a part of the change, by interacting with the Consultants – whether as a stakeholder, a
champion user, a core team member or as an end-user, ensure that business process
requirements of the department and the organization as a whole are addressed in the ERP
Software.
o Coordinate / Assist the User Acceptance Testing process, leading to sign-off
o Nominate / Attend training sessions - to learn operation of the new ERP System
o Certify / associate in the certification process so that the new ERP System conforms to the
actual requirements of the departments/organization.
o Above all, as part of Team-ICF, ensure that ICF is the first Production Unit on IR to have a
full-fledged ERP System.
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Materials Management–Purchasing
- K. Revathy, AMM/P/Shell

Materials Management’ is a term used to connote “controlling the kind, amount,
location, movement and timing of various commodities used in production by industrial
enterprises”. In other words, Materials Management is the planning, directing, controlling
and coordinating those activities which are concerned with materials and inventory
requirements, from the point of their inception to their introduction into the manufacturing
process. It begins with the determination of materials quality and quantity and ends with its
issuance to production to meet customer’s demand as per schedule and at the lowest cost.
Materials Management is a basic function of the business that adds value directly to the
product itself.
The field of materials management covers the following functions
(i)
Material planning and programming of procurement and supplies
(ii)
Purchasing
(iii)
Inventory Control
(iv)
Storekeeping and Ware-housing
(v)
Material handling and Transportation
(vi)
Codification and standardisation
(vii) Value Analysis and
(viii) Identification, Disposal of surplus, obsolete and scrap materials.
Purchasing, one of the fields of materials management is described as the business
activity directed to securing the materials supplies, equipments etc. required in the operations
of an organization. Purchasing is not same as "Buying" which is merely the act of procuring
the item at a price. The five essential functions of purchasing are Right quality, Right
quantity, at the Right time & place, from the Right source and for the Right cost.
In exercising financial powers, the purchasing authority must pay due regard to the
principle that the expenditure should not prima facie be more than the occasion demands, and
that every Government Servant should exercise the same vigilance in respect of expenditure
incurred from public moneys as a person of ordinary prudence would exercise in respect of
his own money.
Every purchase constitutes an agreement under Law and each purchase order signed
by a Purchase Officer is the contract document between the Organisation and the Supplier of
Goods. All agreements are contracts if they are made by the free consent of parties,
competent to contract for a lawful consideration and with a lawful object and are not
expressly declared to be void.
The main objectives of purchasing are maintaining continuity in supply of materials to
support the business activity with the minimum investment consistent with organizational
safety and economics, avoiding duplication, waste and obsolescence with respect to
materials, procuring materials at reasonably low prices consistent with quality, developing
good and reliable suppliers and ensuring satisfactory "buyer-vendor" relationship, to develop
locally, new materials and products that may be required by the organization and maintaining
organization’s competitive position in the industry and by optimizing material costs. Thus,
purchasing is a broader concept and is a managerial activity that includes planning and policy
activities and also convey a wide range of related and complimentary activities. The main
objective is to obtain the best value for the money spent.
Materials management also aims to reduce materials costs through standardisation,
variety reduction, value-analysis, import substitution and by application of other techniques,
contributing towards reduction of the overall cost, to release the working capital for more
useful purposes by efficient control of inventories and to avoid losses to the Government due
to deterioration of materials.
Every function of materials management is considered as a preliminary to the
transformation process. In the words of Bethel, “Its responsibility end when the correct
finished product in proper condition and quantity passes to the consumer.”
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INQUIRY PROCEEDINGS
All inquiry proceedings are to be conducted in terms of Rule 9 of the D&A Rules, 1968.
To conduct an inquiry, the following steps should be adopted:
The Inquiry Officer should have received order of appointment from the Disciplinary Authority
The Inquiry Officer should check Receipt of charge sheet folder. Copy of the acknowledgement
of charge sheet, initial defence submitted by the delinquent and all original documents relied
upon as mentioned in the annexure III of the charge Sheet.
Check who are the witnesses mentioned in annexure IV of the Charge Sheet and ensure
statements of these witnesses have been made available – if they have not been recorded the case
will be weak as this gives an opportunity for the witness to become hostile during inquiry.
After having confirmed receipt of the above documents, proceed to summon the charged
employee to appear for a preliminary hearing within 20 days of the order of appointment as
Inquiring Authority
While conducting Inquiry/exparte inquiry all proceedings steps should be undertaken such as
The cross-examination of each witness should be done.
During the exparte inquiry the Inquiry Officer, if he so feels, can ask leading questions to the
Witness since he is acting on behalf of the DC/CE.
After all the prosecution witnesses have been examined and case of prosecution side is closed,
the delinquent should be asked to submit a defence taking into account what has been brought
out by the prosecution witness. Thereafter, he should again be asked as to how he pleads. Once
this is over, the defence side should be allowed to present its case. However, if the delinquent
agrees to appear as a defence witness, he is required to be examined first before allowing
examination of any other defence witness. After the defence has concluded its submissions, the
delinquent should be questioned on the points which are going against him. After general
examination is over, the delinquent should be asked to submit his brief either orally or in writing.
In case it is submitted orally, the same should be recorded by IO. Once the above formalities are
over, the IO will give his findings to the DA.
EX PARTY INQUIRY
There is a need to understand when an ex-parte inquiry can be conducted and the requirements to
be observed while conducting an ex-parte inquiry.
An ex-parte inquiry can be conducted for the following reasons:
1) When an employee is absconding, is on unauthorized absence.
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2) When an employee though available, refuses to attend the inquiry when summoned.
3) When an employee though available, does not cooperate in the inquiry.
In all ex-parte inquiries, acknowledgement of charge memorandum is a must. However, in
certain cases, the employee may evade acceptance of the charge memorandum. It is incumbent
on the part of the Disciplinary Authority to ensure that the charge memorandum is sent to the last
known address of the employee under Registered Post with acknowledgment due and also to all
available addresses on official records. The refused Registered Post packets received back by
the Disciplinary Authority should be kept on record without opening the packets and thereafter,
an ex-parte inquiry can be conducted. While holding an ex-parte inquiry all the ingredients of the
regular inquiry is required to be observed i.e. holding of preliminary Inquiry, hearing the case of
the prosecution side, examination of prosecution witnesses with relevance to relied upon
documents and evidence adduced should be recorded, only cross examination by the delinquent
will not be there. However, it will be incumbent on the part of the Inquiry Officer to re-examine
a witness on points not getting clarified. After all prosecution witness have been examined,
where the delinquent has not participated, then also the Inquiry Officer has to send the
proceedings of inquiry held on a day to day basis to the delinquent and call for his written brief
after waiting for an appropriate period, the Inquiry Officer shall draw his findings and submit the
same to the Disciplinary Authority. There is no bar in an individual being allowed to participate
in an inquiry, even if an ex-parte inquiry proceedings has started from any point till the inquiry is
concluded. However, prosecution witnesses already examined till date of delinquent approaching
for participation in the inquiry will not be recalled but copies of deposition of witnesses
examined till that day will be handed over to the delinquent on the first day of participation to
enable him to cover up points against him in cross examination of remaining witnesses. All
further prosecution witnesses will be examined and cross examined in presence of the
delinquent, relied upon documents brought on record & opportunity for asking of defense
Documents/defense witnesses will be allowed to the delinquent. Further other procedure for
conducting of regular inquiry in this case shall be observed in so far as the delinquent being
examined, the defence witnesses being examined etc. before drawl of inquiry findings.
Holding of ex-parte inquiry will be held to be in violation of Natural Justice if the Inquiring
Authority has started an ex-parte proceedings merely because a delinquent has reported sick on
repeated summons with or without producing a medical certificate. In such cases, it would be
prudent to ask the delinquent to appear before an authorized Medical Officer nominated for the
purpose and obtain proper certification of sickness or otherwise before proceeding ex-parte.
Holding of ex-parte inquiry will be held not justified if summons for holding of preliminary
inquiry, regular inquiry are not sent to the delinquent on every occasion when inquiries are held.
Holding of ex-parte inquiry will be held not justified if the Inquiry Officer has drawn findings
without sending copy of proceedings of inquiry to the delinquent and waited for an appropriate
period before drawing of findings.
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